This geometric morphism is connected and locally connected; in particular, (p* :6 -* Sh(Xw) has a left adjoint (p! such that for any E E W and S E Sh(X%),
(2) (P!(( (E) x S) -E X (p!(S).
For any G in W, there exists a surjective geometric morphism p 2A -* W where 2 is the category of sheaves on a complete Boolean algebra (Barr's theorem, [B] ), such that p*G is countable (cf. [JT] ). 2 is a model of set theory, and the induced space En (p*G) -p#(En (G)) in 2 has enough points, i.e. is an ordinary topological space, which can be described as follows: the points of En(p# (G) 
